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This pretty Valentine's Day card was created using the Adoring Hearts Bundle which includes 
the Adoring Hearts Stamp Set, Adoring Hearts Hybrid Embossing Folder and the Adoring 
Hearts Dies.  I used a fun inking technique with the Hybrid Embossing Folder & Dies to create the 
center hearts.  Read on!

Supplies:

Adoring Hearts Bundle (stamp set, hybrid embossing folder and dies)•
Sweet Sorbet Bordered Ribbon•
Adhesive-Backed Hearts & Flowers•
Cardstock:  Basic White Thick Cardstock, Basic White, Sweet Sorbet•
Ink:  Bubble Bath, Sweet Sorbet•

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Basic White Thick cardstock to 8-1/2" x 5-1/2" and score at 4-1/4"•
Outside & Inside Mats - Cut 2 Sweet Sorbet cardstock to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"•
Outside & Inside Panels - Cut 2 Basic White cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"•

1. 
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Die Cut Hearts - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-1/2" x 2"•
Sentiment Label - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 3-1/4" x 1"•
Sentiment Label Mat - Cut 1 Sweet Sorbet cardstock to 3-3/8" x 1-1/8"•

Prepare the Outside Panel:
Using the Adoring Hearts Hybrid Embossing Folder, emboss one of the Basic White 
panels measuring 5-1/4" x 4".  Be sure to center the panel so that the hearts will be 
equally distributed across the panel.  The embossed hearts on the left and right will 
only be partial hearts.

•

Adhere this embossed panel to one of the Sweet Sorbet mats.•
Using a length of Sweet Sorbet Bordered Ribbon, wrap the ribbon horizontally around 
the panel approximately 2" from the bottom edge.  Use Stampin' Seal to secure the 
ribbon ends onto the back of the panel.  Note that the ribbon will sit exactly between 
the middle hearts and the bottom hearts.

•

Adhere the panel to the card front using Stampin' Dimensionals.•

2. 

Prepare the Three Inked and Embossed Hearts:
Fully open the Adoring Hearts Embossing Folder and lay it flat so that the inside of the 
embossing folder is face up.

•

On the side of the embossing folder that has the line and Stampin' Up! logo, use your 
Bubble Bath ink pad to ink up the three hearts at the center of the embossing folder 
from top to bottom.  Note:  you can fully open your ink pad and turn it upside down and 
blot the area to be inked on your embossing folder or use a Brayer by rolling the Brayer 
across your open ink pad, then applying ink onto the embossing folder.  I simply turned 
my ink pad upside down and blotted it onto the embossing folder surface.

•

Carefully place the large six-heart die from the Adoring Hearts Dies set onto the side of 
the embossing folder that you just inked.  Line up the six large hearts with the die.  
Important Note:  The die should be placed so that the cutting edge is face up.  The die 
will nicely fit over the six hearts and "click" into place.

•

Carefully lay the 5-1/2" x 2" piece of white cardstock onto the three center hearts (top 
to bottom), then carefully close the embossing folder so that the die and cardstock do 
not move.

•

Run the embossing folder through your Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine or whatever 
die cutting machine you have.  Be sure to run the embossing folder through with the 
folded edge of the folder going through the machine first. 

•

Use a pair of tweezers to remove the three die cut hearts and the excess cardstock.  
The hearts are now embossed, die cut and inked all at the same time!

•

Carefully remove the die and wipe clean with a damp cloth.•
Wipe the embossing folder clean with a damp cloth.•

3. 
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Adhere the three inked, embossed and die cut hearts to your card front using liquid glue and 
place them over the embossed hearts on the previously embossed, larger panel.  Because 
you already embossed the larger white panel on the card front, the hearts will sit slightly 
higher - giving them a little dimension.

4. 
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Loop a length of Sweet Sorbet Bordered Ribbon through the wrapped ribbon on the card 
front and tie into a bow.  I positioned the bow to the far right of the card front.

5. 

Using the Adoring Hearts Stamp Set, stamp the sentiment "to my valentine" in Sweet Sorbet 
ink onto the sentiment label.  Adhere the sentiment label to its Sweet Sorbet mat, then 
adhere the sentiment label to the card front using Stampin' Dimensionals.  The left edge of 
the sentiment label is flush with the left edge of the card base.

6. 

On the inside panel, stamp the sentiment "You are most loved" in Sweet Sorbet ink.  Then, 
stamp the large heart image over top of the sentiment in Bubble Bath ink.  Adhere the panel 
to the remaining Sweet Sorbet mat, then adhere this to the inside of the card.

7. 
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Stamp the large heart image onto the envelope front using Bubble Bath ink.8. 
Stamp the small heart image onto the envelope flap using Bubble Bath ink.9. 
Adhere several Sweet Sorbet Adhesive-Backed Hearts to the sentiment label on the card 
front to complete the project.

10. 
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This completes the card!  I love white on white cards!  The Bubble Bath hearts add some softness 
to this card and the Sweet Sorbet sentiments and mats add a small pop of color!  Give this 
Valentine's Day Card to the love of your life, a parent, a friend or a little one!

Products used to create this card are included on the next page.
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Adoring Hearts 
Bundle (English) - 

162570

Price: $53.00

Add to Cart

Sweet Sorbet 1/4" 
(6.4 Mm) Bordered 
Ribbon - 162558

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Adhesive-Backed 
Hearts & Flowers - 

162557

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Thick 
Cardstock - 

159229

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.50

Add to Cart

Sweet Sorbet 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
159268

Price: $10.00

Add to Cart

Bubble Bath 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 161664

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart

Sweet Sorbet 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 159216

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart
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